THE MALEBOLGE MOORS
Thirteen Traitors of Hell

These fallen angels, devoured for their
treachery by their false god Asmodius,
were the worst of Hell’s torturers. They
grant their summoners the ability to conjure devils, flay foes, repel good opponents, and deploy floating eyes that dispel
magic, stun opponents and
Level: 9
use abilities at a distance.
Fiend Constellation

Legend

The infernal master of Hell, Asmodius, has expunged almost all
knowledge of the Malebolge Moors.

Summoning Rules

The following rules describe the requirements and rituals for
binding The Malebolge Moors, Thirteen Traitors of Hell.
Binding DC: 33.
Requirements: Speak Infernal. Also, you must have sold
your soul to an evil outsider, or helped sell another creature’s
soul, or resided in Hell for a minimum of 1 year.
Ceremony: Sign a contract to relinquish your soul to one
of the thirteen Malebolge devils. You may select which devil.
Note that your soul remains safe since only vestiges of the devils
remain and they have no way to enforce the contract.
Manifestation:An apparition of your chosen devil coalesces
and reveals your eternal punishment. Each devil looks somewhat different, but all are bald, black-skinned, and beautifully
adorned with piercings of various kinds.

Granted Abilities

The Malebolge Moors grant the following supernatural abilities.
Defy Goodness: You continuously radiate magic circle against
good. You and allies within 10 feet enjoy a ward against summoned creatures, immunity to mental influence, and a +2
deflection bonus to AC and a +2 resistance bonus to saves
against attacks made or effects created by good creatures.
Flensing: You target one corporeal creature within 30 feet
to strip its flesh from its body as if whipping it. On a successful Fortitude save, the target suffers 2d6 points of damage as
its skin rips and tears. On a failed save, the target suffers 4d6
points of damage plus 1d6 Charisma damage and 1d6 Constitution damage.You can use this ability at will.
Infernal Horde: You conjure minute sparks of Hellfire in a
20-foot-radius area to a distance of up to 100 feet from you.
The sparks remain for 10 rounds and inflict 1d6 points of heat
damage per round to all creatures except you in the area. On
the start of the 11th round on your turn, the area explodes in
a wave of fire and brimstone that inflicts 10d6 fire damage and
summons either 2d4 bearded devils, 1d4 chain devils or one
bone devil (use MM statistics, except each devil has maximum
hit points per Hit Die). The devils remain for up to 10 minutes
per level. The devils obey you explicitly and never attack you,
even if someone else manages to gain control over them. You
do not need to concentrate to maintain control over the devils.
You can dismiss them singly or in groups at any time. You can
use this ability up to three times per day. Each time you must
summon a different type of devil.
Infernal Immunity:You enjoy resistance 20 to cold and fire.
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Magical Expiration: You conjure one or more hellish-green
flaming eyes, each about the size of your head. You can conjure
up to one eye per level, either all at once or spread out over the
day. The eyes cannot be interacted with. Eyes appear within 30
feet in squares of your choice.You can move one or more eyes as
a move action. When a magical effect targets a creature within 5
feet of an eye, you may choose for the eye to completely negate
the effect as an immediate action. After an eye negates an effect,
it vanishes for the day. An eye cannot negate a spell or effect that
targets an area. An eye cannot negate an attack made by a deity.
Ocular Power:You conjure a hellish green eye. The eye lasts
up to 1 minute per level.You may use the minutes all at once or
spread out over the day. The eye is a Fine magical sensor with
90 ft. speed, 19 AC, 66 hit points, and a +19 bonus to Hide
checks.You can see through the eye as a free action. In addition
to normal sight, the eye instantly reveals the location, strength,
and type of all magical auras within 30 feet of it. Moreover,
you can direct through the eye any spell, spell-like ability or
supernatural ability that you know that is not normally limited
to affecting you (use the eye as the effect’s point of origin). If
the eye is destroyed, you cannot conjure it again for the day.
Torturous Insight: You utter a single word that evokes a target’s deepest, most sinful desire and then punishes it with painful
torture. The target is stunned whether it can hear you or not.
The duration depends on the target’s current hit point total (50
hit points or less equals 4d4 rounds, 51 to 100 hit points equals
2d4 rounds, and 101 to 150 hit points equals 1d4 rounds). Any
creature that has 151 or more hit points is unaffected.You must
wait 3 rounds between each use of this ability.

Signs & Influence

This spirit may affect you in the following ways.
Physical Sign: Your flesh appears to continuously tear and
heal as if being chewed for eternity.You feel no pain, nor suffer
hit point damage from the effect.
Alignment Shift: When you fail your binding check by 10
or more, your alignment moves one step closer to lawful evil
for 24 hours.
Personality Influence: The Malebolge Moors overflowed
with scorn for their lessors, lust for mortals, and ambitious
designs against their master. These spirits compel you to insult and tease those beneath you (in Hit Dice or social station)
and thwart any above you (in Hit Dice or social station). This
influence does not apply to humanoids, which are the spirits’
favored ally. With humanoids, this spirit compels you to engage
in all manner of carnal pleasures instead.
Favored Ally: Humanoid (any). Humanoids are innately suffused with delicious sinful desires such as hate, lust and ambition.
Favored Enemy: Outsider (evil).You despise the fiends that
betrayed your ambitions and allowed your soul to be shredded
in your master’s maw.

Capstone Granted Ability

You gain the following ability when you pass your binding check
by 10 or more.
Consign to Hell: On a successful ranged touch attack, you
plane shift a target to a dread Astral place called the Malebolge
Remnant, which is an infernal cave complex of torture chambers hidden in the recesses of the Outer Darkness. Which
chamber you shift the target to and thus which torture you subject it to depends on which Malebolge Moor you selected when

sealing this pact. Consult the sidebar below. Spells and abilities
that prevent the target from plane shifting block this ability.
The target arrives in a position suited to its torture. The torture is extreme, and wards festoon the Malebolge chambers
such that the victim is unable to concentrate and is utterly helpless. Each round, the victim suffers 6d6 damage of the type
indicated in the torture’s description and immediately suffers
the bestow curse effect (no save). Reduce the target’s damage if it
has resistance or immunity to the particular form of damage.
The duration of torture varies with the target’s alignment.
Chaotic good creatures, and neutral creatures with an Intelligence below 5, suffer for 1 round before returning to their
starting locale. Other chaotic and good creatures, and neutral
creatures with an Intelligence score of 5 or more, suffer for
1d4+1 rounds. Lawful evil creatures suffer for 9 rounds, while
lawful neutral and neutral evil creatures suffer for 1d4+4
rounds. Time flows such that a target returns to its starting
locale at the start of your next turn regardless of how long it
remained in the Malebolge Remnant.
In addition to the torture damage, the target must attempt
two saves when it returns. First, it must succeed on a Will save
or be enraged as the rage spell. Second, it must succeed on a
Fortitude save or be slowed by tormenting pain, as the slow
spell. The duration of both effects equals 3 + the target’s Constitution modifier (you use its own stamina against it).

Tactical Bonus

While bound to this spirit, apply a +1 bonus to all your d20
rolls for the round you meet any of these criteria:
» Harm yourself as a move action, inflicting 1 hp damage.
» Kill or banish a devil (lawful evil outsider)
» Kiss a mortal humanoid as a move action.
» Move through an area of magical fire.

Role-Play Text

Read aloud the following points to quickly convey all or part of
the legend of the Malebolge Moors:
» “In the early multiverse, a powerful holy angel, Asmodius, rebelled
against his liege along with twenty-two of his generals and hordes of
lesser prideful angels.”
» “All the rebellious angels fell to Hell in defeat. As Asmodius lay

dying, thirteen of his generals, the Malebolge Moors, sought to slay
him in order to vitalize themselves and rule Hell for themselves.”
» “The other generals, urged by an enraged Asmodius, defeated the Malebolge Moors and fed them to Asmodius so he might regain his strength.”
» “For eons, the Malebolge Moors languished until their souls finally
expired.When all were digested, Asmodius erased their existence and
betrayal from history.”
» “Today, only very powerful binders can recall these spirits.”

The 9 Hells in Real Life

Medieval literature, strongly represented by Dante’s Inferno,
provides detailed descriptions of Hell’s punishments, which
were just as ironic as they were graphic. In Inferno, the lost
soul of the philosopher poet Virgil leads Dante on a harrowing
journey through Hell’s nine layers. Each layer is worse than the
next. Here are approximations of the nine layers:
Layer

Sin: Description of Layer

1

None: This restful landscape called Limbo is well-suited for
virtuous pagans.

2

Lust: Innumerable shades, torn by lust as in life, float through a
dread landscape.

3

Gluttony: An endless garbage dump guarded by the threeheaded dog Cerberus and populated by naked gluttons who
meander through filth in freezing rain and battering hail.

4

Greed: Life’s greedy hoarders howl madly as they strain their
chests against enormous, crushing weights.

5

Wrath: The Styx, a marshy ocean, forever drowns the fiery
anger of the wrathful, who are trapped in boiling slime.

6

Heresy: Medusa tends heretics who are entombed in flaming
stony graves in the City of Dis.

7

Murder: Sinners who died in great violence bob in a bloody
river, hang from trees in the suicide woods, or wander endlessly
through burning sands. Terrible minotaurs, fiendish centaurs,
and rapacious griffons hunt and torture them.

8

Deception: Malebolge consists of an arena of ditches in which
liars, simonists, swindlers and deceivers are tortured for their
frauds. Devils traverse the ditches on rickety bridges.

9

Pride: In the deepest pit of Hell, a huge Asmodius stands forever fixed in ice up to his waist.

Torture Options in the Malebolge Remnant

Select one devil spirit listed below when binding the Malebolge Moors. Use this table to resolve the consign to hell ability.
Devil

Constellation

Damage Type Permanent Curse Punishment Details

Blood Eye

Portal

Cold

Blind

Sunk in ice up to the neck. The eyes well shut with bloody, frozen tears.

Hook Nose

Spider

Fire

Always slowed

Endlessly dunked in flaming pitch and struck with hooks when seek to breathe.

Knife Knee

Tree

Electricity

-6 Dexterity

Repeatedly struck by lightening while growing branches and immobilizing roots.

FlameTongue

Angel

Suffocation

Diseased

Repeatedly drowned in hot excrement.

Brittle Bone

Knight

Slashing

Lose one hand or foot

Hacked to pieces by swords and forced to march around holding one’s own limbs.

Flayed Brow

Crown

Bludgeoning

Mute

Draped in heavy robes, chains, and faux jewels and forced to walk in circles.

Severed Ear

Thief

Poison

-6 Wisdom

Endlessly tortured by hissing, bitting snakes that burst the victim into flames.

Jagged Maw

Dragon

Piercing

-6 Strength

Forever chewed in a dragon’s jagged flaming maw.

Scrag Beard

Fiend

Acid

-6 Charisma

Repeatedly seared by boiling acid that is delivered randomly in drops or buckets.

Foul Crotch

Ghoul

Necrotic

-6 Constitution

Endlessly eaten alive by a horde of writhing maggots.

Salty Wound

Genie

Transmutation

Always fatigued

Endlessly flayed, salted and submerged in hot water as if being made into a meal.

Hag Nails

Magi

Psionic

-6 Intelligence

Hung upsidedown with feet afire and small cuts made to prolong mental agony.

Sonic

Deaf

Chained down with eyes held wide to be pecked endlessly by cawing birds.

Splice Heart

Shadow
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